


Design RationaleDesign Rationale
Mokuzai BedMokuzai Bed

Design Goals:Design Goals:

• • In line with 2021/22 Interior Trends - Japandi StyleIn line with 2021/22 Interior Trends - Japandi Style
• • Serene, calming, soft light scene - EditorialSerene, calming, soft light scene - Editorial
• • Multifunctional Bedroom - Work from HomeMultifunctional Bedroom - Work from Home
• • Storytelling Effect Storytelling Effect 

Concept: Concept: 

• • Who is it for and what’s the context?Who is it for and what’s the context?
After reading the client brief, I decided to portray a modern After reading the client brief, I decided to portray a modern 
and trendy bedroom design for a full-time employed client in and trendy bedroom design for a full-time employed client in 
their late 20s, early 30s, who is required to work from home a their late 20s, early 30s, who is required to work from home a 
few days a week, lives in a typical UK style property in a big few days a week, lives in a typical UK style property in a big 
city with tall French windows and a high ceiling. The client also city with tall French windows and a high ceiling. The client also 
likes practicality and multifunctionality in their home setting. The likes practicality and multifunctionality in their home setting. The 
design reflects the client’s modern lifestyle, which tends to be design reflects the client’s modern lifestyle, which tends to be 
hectic and fast paced, so it creates a calming environment where hectic and fast paced, so it creates a calming environment where 
you can unwind and relax but also concentrate on work when you can unwind and relax but also concentrate on work when 
needed to.needed to.

• • What the concept is?What the concept is?
Streamline: Minimalist lines, functional , calm, modern Streamline: Minimalist lines, functional , calm, modern 
design,connected to nature, avoiding clutterdesign,connected to nature, avoiding clutter

Quality Materials: The Mokuzai bed is made out of pine veneer Quality Materials: The Mokuzai bed is made out of pine veneer 
dark stained oak. To compliment the high-quality, natural dark stained oak. To compliment the high-quality, natural 
materials of the bed, I have included a bedside cabinet in Brown materials of the bed, I have included a bedside cabinet in Brown 
Mango Wood with a Wooven Bamboo feature, which has an Mango Wood with a Wooven Bamboo feature, which has an 
imperfect organic look. Hanging above it, there’s a pendant light imperfect organic look. Hanging above it, there’s a pendant light 
- Oyster, which adds an extra layer of texture and warmth to the - Oyster, which adds an extra layer of texture and warmth to the 
set. set. 

Furniture: My goal was to include furniture with clean minimalist Furniture: My goal was to include furniture with clean minimalist 
lines. The concept of working from home I have portrayed by the lines. The concept of working from home I have portrayed by the 
raw functionality of the Krystopher Desk and the Nordic Weave raw functionality of the Krystopher Desk and the Nordic Weave 
Seat Chair.Seat Chair.

Colours: I picked a warm natural vibe for the set. The Skimming Colours: I picked a warm natural vibe for the set. The Skimming 
Stone wall paint by Farrow & Ball - a warm light grey, is a Stone wall paint by Farrow & Ball - a warm light grey, is a 
contemporary neutral colour reminiscent of the Japanese style contemporary neutral colour reminiscent of the Japanese style 
while the cool natural tones of thewhile the cool natural tones of the Amtico Nordic Style flooring  Amtico Nordic Style flooring 
compliments the Scandi part of the look. I have used a mixture of compliments the Scandi part of the look. I have used a mixture of 
light natural wood (desk & chair) and dark wood (bed & bedside light natural wood (desk & chair) and dark wood (bed & bedside 
table) so that it’s not too matchy and depicts the nature of wood, table) so that it’s not too matchy and depicts the nature of wood, 
fabrics & ceramic grains & colours. I have added a touch of fabrics & ceramic grains & colours. I have added a touch of 
eucalyptus green in the bedding which gives cool Earthy tones to eucalyptus green in the bedding which gives cool Earthy tones to 
the design.the design.



Inspiration ImagesInspiration Images
Japandi StyleJapandi Style

TrendsTrends
Home OfficeHome Office

Colour/Materials SchemeColour/Materials Scheme
Neutral Colours, Scandi Style Flooring, Natural Materials, Earthy FeelNeutral Colours, Scandi Style Flooring, Natural Materials, Earthy Feel



Portrait ShotPortrait Shot
Showcases the multifunctionality of the Mokuzai bed Showcases the multifunctionality of the Mokuzai bed 
comprised of underbed storage compartments & wicker comprised of underbed storage compartments & wicker 
baskets.baskets.

Square Cameo ShotsSquare Cameo Shots
1. Showcases the practicality of the 1. Showcases the practicality of the 
underbed storage where clothes, underbed storage where clothes, 
accessories and spare bed linen & accessories and spare bed linen & 
cushions can be stored.cushions can be stored.

2. Showcases the pine veneer 2. Showcases the pine veneer 
dark stained finish in an angular dark stained finish in an angular 
shape making it a modern choice shape making it a modern choice 
as it compliments a wide range of as it compliments a wide range of 
bedroom decors.bedroom decors.

Main Landscape ShotMain Landscape Shot
Showcases the Mokuzai bed in a minimalist Japandi design with a practical storage solution. The architecture of the room represents a traditional UK property style - a Showcases the Mokuzai bed in a minimalist Japandi design with a practical storage solution. The architecture of the room represents a traditional UK property style - a 
high ceiling & French Windows. The walls painted in a neutral warm grey tones, the Nordic oak style flooring and the wood tones of the bed create a calming but yet trendy high ceiling & French Windows. The walls painted in a neutral warm grey tones, the Nordic oak style flooring and the wood tones of the bed create a calming but yet trendy 
atmosphere.The desk feature to the scene represents the current trends of working from home.atmosphere.The desk feature to the scene represents the current trends of working from home.

1. 2. 



John LewisJohn Lewis
Sage Green SheetSage Green Sheet

NextNext
Chenille CushionChenille Cushion

NextNext
Waffle CushionWaffle Cushion

NextNext
Cream Duvet Cover & Pillowcase SetCream Duvet Cover & Pillowcase Set

NextNext
Waffle ThrowWaffle Throw

HillarysHillarys
Alto Linen CurtainsAlto Linen Curtains

DesenioDesenio
Beige Graphics PosterBeige Graphics Poster

Ella JamesElla James
Brown Mango Wood Emiko CabinetBrown Mango Wood Emiko Cabinet

WayfairWayfair
Krystopher DeskKrystopher Desk

WayfairWayfair
Kyng Solid Wood ChairKyng Solid Wood Chair

LightsLights
Forestier Oyster LightForestier Oyster Light


